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Introduction
At first glance, it might seem strange that Pentecostals and Lutherans should be
talking with one another. On the surface they appear to be quite different from each
other. Lutherans have been around since the 16th Century. Most would trace Pentecostal
origins only to the very late 19th or early 20th centuries.1 Lutherans worship according to
set liturgies, while Pentecostals freely innovate on the spot. Lutherans often sing stately
hymns accompanied by organs. Pentecostals generally sing lively choruses accompanied
by hand-clapping, guitars, tambourines, and drums.

Lutherans are often viewed as

dominantly northern European – Germans, Dutch, and Scandinavians. Pentecostals are
more likely to be Latin American or African.

It appears that generally speaking, there

are significant class differences between them as well. If these stereotypical difference
did not provide sufficient reason for some to raise their eyebrows in consternation at the
thought of a Lutheran – Pentecostal dialogue, one need only be reminded of Luther’s
distaste for anyone that might appear to fall into the category of enthusiasts or
Schwärmer.2
Many of these differences are more apparent than real, however, and Lutherans have
had significant exposure to and interacted with Pentecostals in a number of countries,
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most notably in Scandinavia.3 They have also had some experience with a version of
“Pentecostalism” within the ranks of the Lutheran tradition, namely through the
Charismatic Renewal.4 For some Lutherans this experience has been quite positive.5 In
other places the implications of what it means for the Lutheran World Federation to
include a church that is highly charismatic such as the Ethiopian Evangelical (Lutheran)
Mekane Yesus Church has not yet been fully appreciated. And in some places, such as
Pentecostal-rich Brazil, the disagreement over Pentecostalism’s place within the Lutheran
Church has recently contributed to a break.6 Even where Charismatic Renewal within
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Lutheranism has been studied and addressed, it has not always been helpfully addressed.7
So at best, the verdict on Pentecostalism and on how best for Lutherans to view
Pentecostals until now has been a mixed one.
For the most part, Pentecostals do not fare any better, for they generally do not know
much about what it means to be a Lutheran. Pentecostals know of Martin Luther, of
course, and historically he has been viewed as a hero, as the first in a line of Reformers
and their successors who have helped to bring about the “restoration” of the Church that
led to the emergence of Pentecostalism.8 With the exception of Scandinavia, Germany,
the Netherlands and the upper Midwest region in the United States where Lutherans,
including my paternal Norwegian great grandparents immigrated, and in a few countries
of Africa (e.g. Tanzania, Ethiopia, Madagascar, South Africa, and Namibia), Latin
America (Brazil), or Asia (Indonesia and India) where German colonial interests and
Lutheran missionaries became part of the landscape, Pentecostals have seldom had much
contact with Lutherans. With the exception of Germany and Scandinavia, Pentecostals
probably do not know enough about Lutherans to have strong opinions about them,
except that Lutherans are generally associated with the historic mainline churches and as
a result, they are all too quickly dismissed by many Pentecostals.
Pentecostals and Ecumenism
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The subject of ecumenism is hardly a favorite one among Pentecostals. A number of
reasons have surfaced throughout the past century that cast light on this subject. The first
is that most Pentecostals have accepted a historiography that is deeply rooted in a theory
of restoration. The Church began as Christ had wanted it, filled with the Holy Spirit and
with charisms being commonly manifested, but there came a time somewhere during the
Patristic era (not everyone agrees on when) when the Spirit-empowered Church that Jesus
established first among His disciples and then others following the Day of Pentecost, lost
its bearings and fell away from the faith. It went its own way for over a millennium, but
God began to restore it through the preaching of Martin Luther, and after 400 years, it has
been most fully restored in the Pentecostal Movement.9 This restorationist approach to
historiography helped the Pentecostal Movement to find its place in history at a time
when it first appeared on the margins of the Church. While Restorationism tended to
separate the Pentecostal Movement from much of the Church because it viewed the rest
of the Church as in great need of restoration, this historiographic approach provided the
framework for the Movement’s raison d’etre.10
Secondly, from their perspective and in keeping with this motif of restoration, the
emergence of Pentecostalism signaled the soon return of the Lord. This idea was given
added impetus by the Pentecostal reading of the prophet Joel. The wish that all of God’s
people would one day be filled with Yahweh’s Spirit and prophesy was the hope of
Moses (Numbers 11:29) and the expectation that Yahweh would pour out the Spirit was
shared by other Old Testament prophets (Cf. Ezekiel 36:26-27). With Israel undoubtedly
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in his mind, the prophet, Joel, had promised that in the “last days” God would pour out
His Spirit upon all flesh (Joel 2:28-29). Drawing upon this prophetic promise on the Day
of Pentecost, the Apostle Peter had announced that the “last days” had commenced, for
what the crowd saw and heard at that time was to be understood as a fulfillment of Joel’s
prophecy (Acts 2:17-21). Luke’s redaction of this message seems to have broadened
even Peter’s understanding by applying the promise to Jew and Gentile alike, as the
narrative of Acts moved from Jerusalem and ultimately to the capital city of the Empire,
Rome (Acts 1:8; 2:38-39; 10:1-48; 15:19-21; 19:1-7; 28:11-31). When the Pentecostal
Movement erupted upon the scene at the beginning of the 20th Century, its members
understood themselves as standing in continuity with this prophecy and its previous
applications, believing that it described exactly what they were now experiencing.11
Their conclusion, once again was “this is that” which the prophet Joel had predicted
would take place in these “last days”.
Thus, the restoration of the Church through the emergence of this Pentecostal
Movement was a signal to them that the world was now living in the final days of history,
and that the Lord’s appearing was imminent.12 Just as Pope Gregory I had apocalyptic
forebodings upon his return to Rome from a decade of service in Constantinople at the
end of the 6th Century, when he found Rome in ruins13 and concluded that the situation
was a sign that the return of the Lord was imminent,14 so too did the earliest Pentecostals
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embrace their new experience of the Spirit as an eschatological sign that the Lord would
return at any moment.15 From their perspective, this suggested a challenge to the whole
Church. As a result, these earliest Pentecostals emphasized the power of the Holy Spirit
to enable them to live lives of holiness while engaging in evangelism and missionary
work. What has resulted in the century since that time is a massive Movement that now
covers the earth.16
Not all Pentecostals embraced a strictly restorationist approach to historiography.
Some were ambivalent, embracing Restorationism on the one hand, but also recognizing
the Movement’s continuity with the larger Church on the other.17 Still, the restorationist
perspective has dominated in the popular apologetic, and it has contributed to a second
important concern. In some respects, it has contributed both to judgmental Pentecostal
attitudes regarding most historic churches and it has provided them with an explanation
for why it was that many denominations viewed them as ranging from aberrant to
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demonic.18 While I do not wish to suggest that the divisions that resulted between
Pentecostals and other members of the Church at the beginning of the 20th Century are all
the fault of the historic churches (I’ve known too many sectarian and hard-headed
Pentecostals ever to believe that!), such judgments by historic pastors with high levels of
visibility at that time clearly contributed to the Pentecostal mistrust of many of the
historic churches. And with this mistrust came their judgments. Pentecostals learned to
judge historic churches with the same vigorous level of dismissal that they received from
these churches.19 In Latin America, for instance, many Pentecostals still judge Catholics
as being little more than idolaters.20
Thirdly, the connection between the rejection that Pentecostals experienced at the
hands of the historic churches left many of them with unforgiving attitudes and mistrust
toward these churches. When that was placed adjacent to the Pentecostal conviction that
18
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they had been brought into existence as an eschatological sign, they began to read
contemporary events in light of the warnings that they believed were meant in biblical
prophecy. In many ways, the ecumenical movement, especially the formation of the
World Council of Churches by these historic denominations, raised grave questions for
many Pentecostals. Could it be that the historic churches had been set aside by God
because of their hardness of heart? Could it be that this World Council of Churches was
playing a prophetic role in these “last days”, a role through which the Antichrist would
ultimately be identified as the leader of the Ecumenical Movement?21

In my

understanding, it sounds a bit like the readings of Rome and the papacy that were shared
at times by both Luther and Calvin.22

And yes, in spite of the attempts by some

Pentecostals to participate in ecumenical bodies for the sake of advancing the Gospel
message around the world,23 many, though not all Pentecostals came to believe that the
Ecumenical Movement, and hence, the historic churches that were part of it were to be
avoided.24
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Evangelicals in the United States were among the first to offer a hand of fellowship to
Pentecostals, though that did not come without effort or without a price. The enemies of
American Evangelicals became the enemies of American Pentecostals as Pentecostal
leaders sought to demonstrate that they could be good Evangelicals. And the level of
cooperation that was possible with Evangelicals seemed always to be on Evangelical
terms, thereby downplaying the distinctive contributions of Pentecostals to the point that
many Pentecostals do not seem to understand the differences that originally made each
group distinctive. That realization may carry with it some positive points, but it also
carries some very negative ones.25 As a result of this tawdry history and the fears that
were engendered through the Cold War, many Pentecostals clearly came to distrust any
talk of ecumenism, and American Pentecostals in particular sent their missionaries abroad
with anti-ecumenical sentiments.

Thus, the way of ecumenical conversation within

Pentecostal churches around the world has been marked by many difficulties through the
years.
It was David du Plessis, who must be acknowledged as the person who began to pry
the ecumenical door open from within the Pentecostal Movement. He began to do so
through the role that he played within the Charismatic Renewal when it began to spread
across the United States and around the world. His place as a popular speaker across
denominational lines endeared him to many within the Renewal and his experiences with
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these Charismatics led him to speak on behalf of greater ecumenical openness within
Pentecostal circles.26
International Roman Catholic – Pentecostal Dialogue
Following discussions that began in 1970 with the Pontifical Council for Promoting
Christian Unity, David du Plessis and Fr. Kilian McDonnell, OSB, launched the
International Roman Catholic – Pentecostal Dialogue in 1972.

There were so few

Pentecostals ready to enter into such a discussion at that time, however, that during that
first round (1972-1976) the Pentecostal team was heavily supplemented, one could even
say dominated, by the inclusion of Charismatic members from several historic
denominations.27 That changed with the second round of discussions (1977-1982) after it
became clear that the Classical Pentecostals and some of the Charismatics were at cross
purposes on issues as basic as baptism. Since that time, the Dialogue has matured to the
point that the sixth round which began in Rome three weeks ago (June 10-17, 2011) is
officially recognized by a growing collection of Pentecostal denominations, and
participants are now being drawn both from the Pentecostal academic community as well
as from the top ranks of denominational leadership.28 Beginning with the publication of
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its findings,29 the record of the history and progress of this Dialogue has grown rapidly in
recent years.30
The Catholic – Pentecostal Dialogue has accomplished a number of things that would
have been thought of as impossible a generation ago. It has become the pre-eminent
international ecumenical dialogue in which Pentecostals have participated and it has
opened up the way for other important dialogues to follow. The subject of ecumenism is
now taken seriously by Pentecostal leaders and the Pentecostal scholars who are entrusted
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with the training of pastoral candidates for Pentecostal ministry throughout the world as
has been demonstrated by the growing reality of ecumenism in their scholarly meetings
and publications.31 Ways of speaking about ecumenism within Pentecostal circles have
begun to change as a direct result of this dialogue, and the momentum continues to grow
for more and deeper ecumenical involvement.32
Other important achievements of this dialogue have included the acknowledgement
that the Holy Spirit has been active in both Pentecostal and Catholic churches, making it
possible for mutual learning to take place.

In its report titled, “Evangelization,

Proselytism and Common Witness” a major achievement may be found where
protagonists on both sides of this very difficult subject, studied the issue in depth,
proposed common characteristics by which proselytism could be identified, and proposed
solutions. What was of most significance was that they undertook this work together and
agreed to condemn proselytism together, they agreed on many of the reasons for the
problem together, and they proposed possible ways forward on the issue together. Such
an issue, like many others, cannot be solved unilaterally. It requires dialogue in order to
find the way forward. Only after these things were completed did they then offer their
findings to the Church as a whole.
Reformed – Pentecostal Dialogue
The Catholic – Pentecostal Dialogue is not the only one that has developed since
1970. Since at least 1991, Pentecostals have participated each year in the annual meeting
31
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from an extremely negative statement to a much more positive statement.
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of the Secretaries of Christian World Communions. 33 It was a result of that participation
in 1992 that Milan Opočensky, then General Secretary of the World Alliance of
Reformed Churches approached Pentecostals about a possible dialogue. The following
year, he was challenged to offer one compelling reason that might provide impetus for
the Pentecostal World Conference to take such a dialogue seriously. At the Secretaries
of Christian World Communions meeting in 1994, Dr. Opočensky pointed to the tensions
that existed between Presbyterians and Pentecostals in South Korea as a strong reason to
begin dialogue. Paul Yonggi Cho, Pastor of the famous Yoido Full Gospel Church and
the leading voice of the Korean Assemblies of God was being portrayed by Presbyterian
leaders as compromising the Gospel through his preaching on prosperity, and of being
involved with syncretism because it was believed that Pastor Cho functioned as a shaman
and supported the practice of ancestor worship. Milan wondered if a dialogue between
Reformed and Pentecostal theologians could help resolve the tensions between them. We
agreed that this was a worthy goal.
In 1995, we brought a small group of Pentecostal and Reformed theologians together
in Mattersey, England to explore the possibility of a Reformed – Pentecostal Dialogue.
That group agreed that their interests held sufficient commonalities that they would
recommend such a discussion. Their recommendation was approved by the Executive
Committee of World Alliance of Reformed Churches and in May 1996, two teams were
gathered in Torre Pellice, Italy, in the first of five annual meetings representing
Pentecostals and the World Alliance of Reformed Churches.
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At the third meeting of this dialogue, that year held under the auspices of Yoido Full
Gospel Church’s International Theological Institute in Seoul, South Korea, we took the
unprecedented action of inviting local Pentecostal and Reformed leaders and theologians
to observe the discussions. Yoido’s International Theological Institute also encouraged
widespread newspaper and television coverage of the event and facilitated a number of
media interviews with participants from both teams. These moves were risky, but they
facilitated conversation around the dialogue table and they gave birth to discussions
between the parties throughout South Korea.
The result of this Reformed – Pentecostal Dialogue was that in 2000, Pastor Cho led
the Korean Assemblies of God into full membership in the Korean National Council of
Churches (KNCC). Leaders from Yoido Full Gospel Church and from the Incheon Full
Gospel Church have since filled a number of important leadership posts within the
KNCC. Two years ago in an unprecedented move, Pastor Cho went on camera to invite
the World Council of Churches to convene its upcoming Assembly in South Korea in
2013.
The results of this first round of discussions, completed in 2000, were subsequently
published under the title, “Word and Spirit, Church and World.”34 The teams were
reconstituted in 2001. They began a second round of discussions the following year
under the leadership of Dr. David D. Daniels, Professor of World Christianity at
McCormick Theological Seminary in Chicago and a minister in the Church of God in
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Christ. He serves as Co-chair along with Dr. Joseph Small of the Presbyterian Church in
the USA. The teams are hopeful that later this year they will complete the second major
report under the title, “Experience in Christian Faith and Life: Worship, Discipleship,
Community, and Justice.”
The World Council of Churches and Pentecostals:
Consultations and the Joint Consultative Group
During the decade of the 90s, the World Council of Churches debated what would
become known as the CUV Process, the Common Understanding and Vision of the
Church.

As part of this process, Dr. Konrad Raiser, then the General Secretary,

attempted to convince WCC member churches that the ecumenical table needed to be
broadened in a more creative way. That was more easily said than done, but one of the
results was a clear signal that the WCC desired a better way to relate to Pentecostals.
Beginning as early as 1994 through the Office of Church and Ecumenical Relations led
by Huibert van Beek, a series of consultations with Pentecostals were convened in Latin
America and in Europe. Out of these consultations grew the idea for what is now called
the Joint Consultative Group, an annual discussion between representatives from the
World Council of Churches and Pentecostal Churches from around the world.
The first round convened in Hautecombe, France in September 1999, following the
Harare Assembly. It provided time for introductions, though much of the first round was
spent candidly and sometimes painfully addressing the stereotypes, misunderstandings,
and fears surrounding one another. There were Pentecostals who came, convinced that
the World Council of Churches was the work of anti-Christian forces, and fearing deceit,
they had their guards held high. There were representatives from the WCC team who
wanted to launch a frontal assault on all Pentecostal evangelistic efforts worldwide.
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Charges were made, tears were shed, voices were raised, and tables were pounded. But
in the end, those who came decided that the time had been well spent and they settled on
a plan of study for subsequent years.
A report was given to the WCC Assembly in Porto Alegre, Brazil, which then
authorized a second round of discussions. The Joint Consultative Group is now in the
fifth year of a seven year process in which the participants are studying the historic marks
of the Church. The participants in both rounds have enjoyed learning about the breadth
of the Church, the opportunities to read the Bible, pray, study, and worship together
across a spectrum of the Church’s liturgical forms, as well as the opportunities to
facilitate the development of ecumenical relationships, to demonstrate various
methodologies, and to work on forms of common witness. During its most recent
meeting, the group even decided to maintain closer contact with one another between
meetings through the use of FaceBook.
The results of these different WCC initiatives are still being realized. Certainly,
among those who have participated in the dialogues on both sides, there has been a
greater realization of what ecumenism is. Many of the myths about one another have
been set aside, and greater appreciation for the gifts of the others are being recognized
and in some cases embraced. One of the tangible benefits of these initiatives has been the
fact that they not only bring participants from around the world together, but that they
have also facilitated greater dialogue between various types of Pentecostals as well as
among the various churches of the WCC. Because of these discussions, theological
developments are now taking place on a global level, and a growing number of
Pentecostal theologians have begun to nuance these developments in interesting ways and
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to contribute something of the Pentecostal witness in larger, global, ecumenical, contexts.
It is no longer possible to speak of Pentecostalism in the singular; one must now speak of
diverse Pentecostalisms, a point that is now being recognized both within and outside the
Movement.
The Global Christian Forum
One of Dr. Raiser’s contributions to the Common Understanding and Vision process is
another initiative that has taken the name “Global Christian Forum”. This idea was quite
threatening to many of the existing ecumenical organizations, when it was first proposed
in the late 90s. It was at the center of considerable debate at the Harare Assembly. While
the Global Christian Forum has since become completely independent of the World
Council of Churches, it has been a highly successful vehicle for bringing together the
widest range of Christians possible for introductions and conversation with one another.
It has been able to bring scores of Pentecostal leaders from around the world together
with a vast array of other Christians in both regional and international gatherings. The
work of the Forum is viewed by its Steering Committee as having a finite period of
usefulness, but to date, the results have been very encouraging.
Leaders who would never join an existing ecumenical organization are being
introduced to those who have organized or are leading such organizations. Leaders who
would not typically cross the denominational line to meet a Pentecostal leader are finding
the Forum to be a very useful place to establish a growing set of relationships with
Pentecostals. Pentecostal leaders, who are unable or unwilling to speak with others
across denominational lines at home, are finding the Forum to be a safe place to address
their concerns and have their concerns addressed outside their contexts. Leaders who
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otherwise would be unwilling to cooperate with one another in their own countries are
finding it possible to speak with each other in this Forum and are making arrangements
together for further conversation and collaboration once they reach their home countries.
The Global Christian Forum, in which Lutherans and Pentecostals are both involved,
has also brought about some changes to the ways in which ecumenical discussions are
initiated. First, it has been recognized that those who come to the table do not always
come with the same level of experience in ministry and church leadership, the same level
of theological training, or the same level of interest in ecumenism. Partly because the
same ecclesial position may carry different titles depending upon the denomination
involved (Bishop, Superintendent, Supervisor, Presbyter, Chairman, etc.) and parity is
sometimes difficult to establish, and partly, because the use of titles can be intimidating,
thereby denying the possibility for truly peer relationships to develop across
denominational lines, participants have been encouraged to set aside their titles and
address one another by their given names. Second, instead of working immediately with
erudite theological papers involving highly developed and complex theological themes
expressed in the jargon of the academy, employing multiple languages, and including
extensive footnotes, all participants are asked to speak in the first person and from their
own experience.
This methodology, which is commonly used between and among Pentecostal groups
and in many churches throughout the southern hemisphere has allowed all participants
first to hear the heart of the speaker in such a way that traditional denominational
boundaries that have separated these Christian leaders from one another, now play a far
smaller role between them. It has also enabled friendships to be established by people
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who would never have expected those friendships to emerge at the start of a Forum
meeting. It may still be too early to know the ultimate contributions that this initiative
has made to the larger ecumenical process, but the evaluations that have been conducted
to date, are very encouraging.35
The Beginning of a Lutheran – Pentecostal Exchange
The annual meeting of the Secretaries of Christian World Communions was also the
venue for contacts between the Lutherans and Pentecostals who would ultimately explore
the possibility of an International Lutheran – Pentecostal Dialogue. Professor Gunnar
Stålsett, then General Secretary of the Lutheran World Federation first approached me
fifteen years ago at the Oslo meeting of the Secretaries regarding this possibility.
Changes in leadership and preoccupation with the Joint Declaration on Justification then
at a critical juncture in its development required that further exploration be delayed. The
idea was kept alive by Assistant General Secretary, Dr. Sven Opegaard, and the next
General Secretary, Dr. Ishmael Noko.

In 2004, our mutual interests led to the

establishment of an exploratory conversation that would be overseen by the Institute for
Ecumenical Research here in Strasbourg.
The group met in December 2004 with two introductory papers that enabled the
discussion to determine a shared approach to dialogue and to set an agenda for the next
several years around the theme, “How Do We Encounter Christ?” The next three years
explored Pentecostal and Lutheran understandings of (1) How we encounter Christ, in (2)
proclamation, (3) sacraments or ordinances, and (4) the charisms. A summary of the
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findings of that exploratory round of discussions has now been published, and the group
has recommended the continuation of formal dialogue between Pentecostals and
Lutherans.36
It is one thing to recommend further dialogue. It is quite another to engage in such a
dialogue. The exploratory group recognized the important reality that Pentecostals and
Lutherans have had very little formal contact or interaction with one another. They have
developed their perspectives, judgments, and stereotypes largely in isolation from one
another. It is precisely these realities that any future dialogue between Pentecostals and
Lutherans must seek to overcome.37 But it is also the case that everyone needs to know
who their ecumenical partner is in any such dialogue. On the Lutheran side, it clearly
involves the Lutheran World Federation, which has a long and rich history of dialogue
with other ecclesial partners. But who is its Pentecostal counterpart? That is less easy to
articulate.
Who Are the Pentecostals that Lutherans Are Engaging in Dialogue?
Pentecostalism is a name given to a range of independent ministries and churches,
fellowships or denominations, and organizations that hold most things in common but
often differ over minor points. For at least the past 35 years, it has not been possible to
speak of this movement as though it could be represented by the singular noun,
Pentecostalism, with a singular definition. It has become necessary to think of a plurality
of Pentecostalisms or to think of it as a Movement described using the singular noun to
which a series of descriptors must be added, leading to such combinations as Holiness
Pentecostalism, Oneness Pentecostalism, Classical Pentecostalism, Neo-Pentecostalism,
36
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Progressive Pentecostalism, Global Pentecostalism, and one might even stretch a bit and
add Lutheran Pentecostalism.38
It is difficult to keep up with all aspects of a Movement that even a decade ago
reportedly opened up five churches a week in greater Rio de Janiero,39 a Movement in
which migrant churches are burgeoning throughout Europe and North America, often
outstripping the indigenous population in church attendance40 while at the same time
transforming the nature of what it means to be Pentecostal in their adopted land,41 a
Movement that is both entrepreneurial and overwhelmingly polycephalous in its
organization and structures,42 a Movement whose most significant commodity, even in
the churches that proclaim the prosperity gospel, may simply be received by the faithful
as nothing more than hope, rather than the materialism so often displayed in mass media
appeals and criticized by so many,43 a Movement that may have many millions of
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adherents in a land such as China, where it is difficult at best to obtain reliable numbers,44
a Movement that works undercover to evangelize Muslims throughout a range of
countries where Islam is the dominant force, a Movement that may slowly be emerging
as a force to be reckoned with in many countries of the world as it awakens to its
potential political power.45
So with whom is the Lutheran World Federation talking as it begins a dialogue with
Pentecostals?

It will begin first with those who identify themselves as Classical

Pentecostals.46 They come from a variety of groups that have a somewhat interconnected
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historical development and hold a similar set of convictions.

They are generally

recognized as belonging to the older Trinitarian Pentecostal denominations that have a
relationship with the Pentecostal World Fellowship.47 Many of these denominations also
hold membership in or work closely with the World Evangelical Alliance and/or other
regional evangelical and Pentecostal organizations.

A rapidly growing number are

joining more ecumenical Councils of Churches as well.48
While there will be regular occasions for open communication between this dialogue
and the Executive Committee of the Pentecostal World Fellowship, this dialogue will not
be officially sponsored by that body.

The Constitution of the Pentecostal World

Fellowship was not designed for the Fellowship to conduct formal business of any kind.
Its primary purposes include the development of mission, evangelistic, and humanitarian
aid partnerships, to address governments and nations regarding human rights and in
places where Christians are persecuted, to facilitate greater educational parity between
denominations, to facilitate the development of prayer networks, and to enable delegates
to engage in greater fellowship across Pentecostal denominational lines.

Personal
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Pentecostal World Fellowship has no technical authority to act on its own behalf or on
behalf of any Pentecostal denomination.
This fact need not suggest that those with membership in the Pentecostal World
Fellowship are opposed to ecumenical dialogue or that these leaders are not interested in
such dialogues. In recent years, they have been quite open to hearing about such things
and they have encouraged those who are engaged in ecumenical dialogue. The Executive
Committee of the Pentecostal World Fellowship made that point clear in its most recent
meeting held in Stockholm, Sweden, 24-27 August 2010. Since that time, the Chairman
of the Pentecostal World Fellowship has given his blessings to another dialogue that has
risen out of the annual meeting of the Secretaries of Christian World Communions, a
dialogue between Pentecostals and the Baptist World Alliance that will hold its initial
planning meeting December 13-15, 2011.49
What Might Appear on an Agenda between Lutherans and Pentecostals?
Dr. Jean-Daniel Plüss, who served as the Pentecostal Co-Chair during the initial
discussions that brought Lutherans and Pentecostals together, will bear primary
responsibility for building the Pentecostal team. Having received his PhD in theology
from the Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium, he is a lay theologian of the Swiss
Pentecostal Mission (SPM) and his work is well received by the SPM leadership.
Furthermore, he is the Director of the European Pentecostal/Charismatic Research
Association and is in contact with many scholars from an array of Pentecostal
denominations around the world. Still, building the right Pentecostal team will be no
mean task, for the level of competence expected for ordination within the Lutheran and
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Pentecostal traditions is not always comparable. Within the Pentecostal Movement, the
requirement for ordination may be as little as a conversion experience and a good
testimony, or it may require more formal education, though requirements seldom go
beyond the undergraduate collegiate level. 50
Until quite recently, the level of academic competence expected even for those
responsible for the training of Pentecostal and Lutheran clergy, from Bible schools to
seminaries, has been at variance as well. In some groups that variance still exists, but in
others it has changed considerably over the past decade. It is also the case that until very
recently, few Pentecostal leaders have held any type of advanced degree in theology, and
many of them have been suspicious of those with advanced degrees, especially in the
field of theology.51 The level of education within Pentecostal circles may vary, but there
is a growing cadre of international Pentecostal scholars and theologians from which to
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draw.52

Some of them will undoubtedly come to the table not only with strong

theological credentials but with mounting ecumenical credentials as well. In spite of the
growing pool of ecumenically concerned Pentecostals, it may be difficult for the
Pentecostals to produce as highly nuanced a team as the Lutheran World Federation is
capable of doing, in part because there is no Pentecostal organization in place to support
these efforts, so that each participant must raise his or her own support. Still, the
dialogue will undoubtedly be a fruitful one for all representatives who participate and for
the churches that will ultimately send delegates to the table.
One of the helpful points to note about the potential for a Lutheran – Pentecostal
Dialogue is that while Lutherans and Pentecostals are not yet officially in fellowship with
one another there is no mutual condemnation to overcome.53 This fact is undoubtedly
based as much upon the youth of the Pentecostal Movement as anything, but it should not
be taken too lightly, nor should it be given too much weight. Still it may be a good place
to begin, for clearly, it provides a neutral position from which to begin discussions.
It might be the case that Lutherans and Pentecostals could draw some valuable
insights from an initial treatment of the stereotypes that they have traditionally held of the
other. Questions such as, “Do Pentecostals inherently embrace a theology of glory? Is
there a place for a theology of the cross?” were raised, but not addressed in the handbook
produced during the preliminary discussions between Lutherans and Pentecostals.54
These are fair questions to ask, and certainly if one has only a superficial understanding
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of Pentecostalism, this might be a valid assumption.

Dialogue on such questions,

however, should quickly dispel any fears that all Pentecostals have is a “theology of
glory” and already there are some insightful responses to the question by Pentecostal
scholars.55 But these questions might also spark questions in the opposite direction as
well. “Do Lutherans inherently embrace a theology of the cross? Is there really a place
for a theology of glory within the Lutheran tradition, and if so, what does it look like?”
On the other hand, it should come as no surprise that many of the concerns that have
been addressed by various aspects of the Ecumenical Movement, especially the World
Council of Churches’ Commission on Faith and Order, might interest any Christian
tradition that seeks to build closer relationships with Pentecostals. Issues such as the
relationship between Scripture and Tradition, differences in hermeneutical approaches to
the interpretation of the Bible, how we understand the sacraments – baptism and the
Eucharist, the nature of Christian ministry, and ecclesiological questions will surely
emerge at some point. Since both the Lutheran and Pentecostal traditions are Christian
traditions, the nature of the Trinity, of the Father (which seems sometimes to be missing
among Pentecostals),56 of Christology and soteriology, and of Pneumatology (which
seems often to be missing or at least truncated among Lutherans), will undoubtedly make
their appearance as well. Furthermore, the ways we worship, our different approaches to
liturgy, and the practice of ministry are sufficiently diverse, that we should want to learn
from one another.
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Let me be provocative here for a moment and point to a comment made over 80 years
ago by the New Testament scholar, B. H. Streeter. In writing on the early Church he
observed that the earliest Christians seem to have experienced the Holy Spirit in ways “as
definite and observable as…an attack of influenza”.57

My suspicion is that most

Pentecostals would affirm this claim and point to their experience of baptism in the Holy
Spirit and speaking in tongues and/or to the many charisms and other manifestations of
the Holy Spirit that seem regularly to appear among them, and like the apostle Peter (Acts
2:16), reflecting upon the prophecy of Joel (Joel 2:28-29) say, “This is that”.

I also

suspect that for many of the Lutherans who have participated in the Charismatic Renewal
and the majority of members in Ethiopia’s Mekane Yesus Church would join them in this
affirmation. Furthermore, they would contend together that this same experience of the
Holy Spirit may be found among them to this day. How do such claims fit within the
larger Lutheran tradition, or within the Lutheran World Federation?
Now let me join this initial thought with a second one. Through the years, I have been
intrigued by two verses in the English version of Martin Luther’s hymn, “Our God He Is
a Castle Strong” or “A Mighty Fortress is Our God” loosely based upon Psalm 46:1-2.
3. And though this world, with devils filled, should threaten to undo us,
We will not fear, for God hath willed His truth to triumph through us:
The Prince of Darkness grim, we tremble not for him;
His rage we can endure, for lo, his doom is sure,
One little word shall fell him.
3. Und wenn die Welt voll Teufel wär’, Und wollt’ uns gar verschlingen,
So fürchten wir uns nicht so sehr, Es soll uns doch gelingen.
Der Fürst dieser Welt, Wie sau’r er sich stellt,
Tut er uns doch nicht, Das macht, er ist gericht’t,
Ein Wörtlein kann ihn fällen.
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4. That word above all earthly powers, no thanks to them, abideth;
The Spirit and the gifts are ours through Him Who with us sideth:
Let goods and kindred go, this mortal life also;
The body they may kill: God’s truth abideth still,
His kingdom is forever.
4. Das Wort sie sollen lassen stahn Und kein’n Dank dazu haben;
Er ist bei uns wohl auf dem Plan, Mit seinem Geist und Gaben.
Nehmen sie den Leib, Gut, Ehr’, Kind und Weib:
Lass fahren dahin, Sie haben’s kein’n Gewinn,
Das Reich muss uns doch bleiben.
What does this mean, I wonder, when a Lutheran sings such claims? Does it mean the
same thing that it means when a Pentecostal sings these words? If that “one little word”
that fells the “Prince of Darkness” is the name, “Jesus”, does this hymn in any way claim
the authority for the Lutheran and the Pentecostal to exorcise the “Prince of Darkness”
and his minions from those who are troubled by them, and to do so in the name or by the
authority of Jesus the Christ? Would a Lutheran exorcism be done in the same way that a
Pentecostal exorcism would be done?
What does it mean when a Lutheran sings, “The Spirit and the gifts are ours through
Him Who with us sideth”? If this is an accurate translation of what Luther actually
wrote, I suspect that he had the traditional “gifts” of Isaiah 11:1-3 in mind.58 When
Pentecostals sing these same words, I am equally sure that most of them do not have
Isaiah 11: 1-3 in mind, but rather they have the charisms of the Spirit cited in 1
Corinthians 12:8-11, in mind.59 Is it possible to reconcile such diverse readings60 of this
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liturgical text, or do most Pentecostals fill these words with meanings that were never
intended by Luther when he wrote them, while some Lutherans sing them in a superficial
way, denying in practice what is claimed in the affirmation that “the Spirit and the gifts
are ours” by limiting the anticipated or acceptable list of gifts that they claim?
A discussion on the role and function of charisms and the discernment processes that
are employed within our traditions when judging such things is an activity through which
we might learn a great deal from one another. In the preliminary discussions between us,
the question was raised about “how Pentecostals and Lutherans understand the various
gifts and workings of the Spirit, and why they each cultivate certain gifts of the Spirit
more than others.”61 On the surface, it appears that Pentecostals and Lutherans might
have lists of gifts that overlap in a few places but are mutually exclusive in others. It also
appears that they set different priorities on which gifts are most or least important
because they value them differently. In the end, though, it does seem quite odd that we
should each celebrate the gifts that the Spirit who indwells all of us has bestowed upon us
and then privilege only those gifts we like the best and ignore, re-define, disparage, or
exclude the ones that leave us either uncomfortable or unimpressed.
Still, as Pentecostals, we would probably want to press our Lutheran colleagues to
become more attentive to God’s work of grace through His Spirit in the life of every
believer. God is, after all, a personal God, that is, a God of love, a Trinitarian God who
delights in indwelling the believer, extending the communion shared by the Trinity to us
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in Jesus Christ through the power of the Holy Spirit. Precisely because we experience
that grace and communion, it should find itself being expressed in the believer’s life
through experiences of the presence of God, which include, but go beyond confessions of
faith, hearing the Word, participation in the sacraments, and the practice of charity in
diakonia.
Pentecostals recognize that working with the Holy Spirit can be challenging, if not
down right messy at times, after all, like the wind, Jesus noted (John 3:8), the Holy Spirit
blows where the Spirit wishes to blow, stirring things up, challenging the status quo, and
causing us to think new thoughts and experience things that frequently move beyond our
self-imposed “comfort zones”. If Lutherans have a theology that limits charisms to an
earlier age, Pentecostals will want to challenge their assumptions. Does the biblical text
actually support such an idea or is it a theological position that has been developed to
prevent a problem from recurring, one experienced previously in the life of the Church, a
position adopted so that the Church no longer has to deal with those who claim that they
have such gifts?62 If Lutherans are fearful that the public exercise of certain gifts will
disturb the order in their lives and worship, Pentecostals will want to challenge them to
re-think their definition of order, and they will want to address those fears.63 If Lutherans
are concerned that the public expression of certain charisms may “eclipse the centrality of
Christ’s atonement”, Pentecostals will want to demonstrate how, in their worship, the
work of the Holy Spirit is intended not to compete with but to lift up the person and work
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of our Lord Jesus Christ (John 15:26). It is precisely over such objections that the
preliminary group concluded that these three objections invite further examination.64 My
guess is that our Lutheran counterparts would want to challenge Pentecostals thinking
and action to move beyond their obvious interest in charisms, even when these charisms
are exercised in love and to the end of building up the Body of Christ (1 Cor. 14:1, 12).65
These issues are not unimportant to either of our traditions and I suspect that the way we
view these things has been deeply impacted by our earlier isolated histories.66
It should be clear that all claims to “experiences” of the Holy Spirit require a
discernment process by which decisions can be made regarding the nature of that
experience and thus, the authority that it might hold in the life of the community.
Discernment is not only necessary but of critical importance in such matters, and the
discernment processes to which we are committed are intended first, to be a community
rather than simply an individual undertaking. Discernment is a difficult process. Yes,
there is a charism that helps the Church to discern the spirits, but discernment most also
take into consideration various anthropological, psychological, rational and intuitive
factors. It is at this point that the discernment process becomes most complex. Thus,
dialogue with one another on what constitutes the discernment process, what is to be
discerned, and who it is that ultimately discerns whether what has been discerned has
been properly discerned is critical for all of us.
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The fact that our two communities have developed in relative isolation from one
another may suggest that we function much more like two individuals who are unfamiliar
with one another, that is, like strangers who have just met. What dialogue calls us to
embrace, however, is the idea that we should view ourselves as two collegial members or
two siblings within the same larger family that carries the name “Church”.

The sad

reality is that we have developed our own patterns of thought and action in isolation from
one another. Thus we function as though that were the way it has always been or worse,
that is the way that things should be. The result is that our approach to the unity that
Christ intends for our two traditions is at best superficial, and we have failed to take
seriously the fact that we might be able to develop anything like a common mind or will
between us.
One of the places that Lutherans might be able to broaden the thinking of Pentecostals
is what it means to be part of a Christian community. Pentecostals speak freely about the
Body of Christ, especially when addressing the question of charisms. That makes good
sense because in each case where the gifts of the Holy Spirit are mentioned in the Pauline
corpus (Romans 12:3-8; 1 Corinthians 12:4-31; and Ephesians 4:1-15), the Body
metaphor plays a significant role. But Pentecostalism has also been heavily influenced
by the notion of “rugged individualism” and by the business mentality of the corporate
world, that is, the “spirit of competition”. Pentecostals may have a fairly good sense of
what Acts 2:4 and 2:43 are all about,67 but many of them fail to understand the full
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implications of Acts 2:44.68 Within the Pentecostal Movement, entrepreneurialism is
frequently rewarded in such a way that the individual too often is lifted up and celebrated
at the expense of the community as a whole, and sometimes even at the expense of God.
But what does it mean to be part of the community that is called the Church? How
should the Pentecostal Movement reflect upon itself in such a way as to make sure that it
does not fall victim to an unhealthy version of sectarianism? What must Pentecostals do
to ensure that they do not become so individualistic that they contribute to further
division within the Church and ultimately manifest the actions of those who lived during
the days of the Judges, when everyone did what was right in his or her own eyes (Judges
17:6, 21:25)?

My suspicion is that Lutherans may have some helpful ideas that

Pentecostals would find useful in such a discussion.
There are many directions that the International Lutheran – Pentecostal Dialogue
could go. I have only scratched the surface of possibilities. What we need are clear
minds, well chosen words, and humble spirits when we face one another. What is
important is that we bring our questions to the table and begin our conversation in prayer,
asking for the Spirit of God to be present, moving in our midst, helping us to hear one
another, enabling our minds to formulate good questions, and finding answers to
questions like the following.
68
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God? What do we hold in common with one another? What are the unique gifts that we
bring to one another such that they enrich all of us when we share them? Where do we
seem to differ with one another, and why is that the case? Where do we most challenge
one another, that is, at what points do we actually catch the concern of the other in such a
way that it becomes our concern as well? If we can begin to do these things, we will be
well on the way to becoming the sisters and brothers we are intended to be, in Christ
Jesus, who has made us one.

